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Boeing & India
 
One Partnership 
Endless Possibilities

2005:  Air India orders 68 Boeing aircraft—largest valued single  
 order in civil aviation history of India at the time
2005:  SpiceJet commences operations with Boeing 737-800
2005:  Private airlines in India, SpiceJet and Jet Airways, place orders  
 totaling 70 Boeing aircraft between 2005 to 2007
2005:  Boeing partners with Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bengaluru
2007:  Boeing and HAL sign MoU to produce parts for commercial  
 and military aircraft.
2008:  Boeing establishes Aerospace Network Research Consortium (ANRC)  
 in partnership with IISc, Wipro and HCL
2008:  Boeing establishes relationship with indian institute of technology (IIT)   
 Mumbai, Chennai, Kanpur, Kharagpur
2008:  Indian Air Force receives delivery of Boeing 737 VVIP aircraft.
2009:  Indian Navy places orders for eight Boeing P-8I maritime  
 reconnaissance and surveillance aircraft
2009:  Boeing Research & Technology-India established in Bengaluru
2010: SpiceJet orders 30 Next-Generation 737-800s
2010:  National Centre for Aerospace Innovation and Research (NCAIR) established
2011: India’s Ministry of Defence signs agreement to purchase 10 Boeing  
 C-17 Globemaster III
2012: Air India inducts Boeing 787 Dreamliner into their fleet
2013: Arrival of the Boeing P-8I maritime security aircraft 
2013: Arrival of the C-17 Globemaster III strategic airlift aircraft

1923:  Three Douglas (now Boeing) cruisers reach Calcutta.
1929:  TATA Airlines established by J.R.D. Tata
1932:  J.R.D. Tata flies from Karachi to Ahmedabad via Mumbai in a single-engine  
 de Havilland (now Boeing) Puss Moth 
1941:  Tata Airlines flies Douglas aircraft (now Boeing) on Karachi to Baghdad route
1944:  Tata Airlines flies Bombay to Colombo with Douglas (now Boeing) DC-3s
1945:  Tata Airlines purchases/leases Douglas (now Boeing) DC-3s 
1946:  Tata Airlines converted into a public company under the name of Air India 
1953:  Air India nationalized and Indian Airlines and Air India created
1955:  Indian Airlines replaces Douglas (now Boeing) DC-3s with DC-4s 
1960:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 707-437s
1970:  Indian Airlines receives delivery of Boeing 737s. 
1971:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 747-200s 
1988:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 747-300s
1991:  HAL becomes single-source producer of Boeing 757 over-wing exit doors. 
1993:  Jet Airways commences scheduled operations with Boeing 737s
1993:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 747-400s
1995:  Boeing initiates R&D collaboration with National Aerospace  
 Laboratories (NAL) 
1997:  Boeing initiates partnerships with leading Indian firms in Engineering  
 and Information Technology
2003:  Boeing establishes a wholly owned subsidiary in India
2005:  The Indian government buys three Boeing Business Jets
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Message from the President, Boeing India
Building an aerospace ecosystem in India

As the Indian Air Force enters its 8th decade of flight, 
and as the Indian Navy celebrates its 60th year of naval 
aviation, it is also time to celebrate a landmark year for 
Boeing in India. The recent arrivals of the first P-8I 
maritime patrol aircraft and the first of C-17 
Globemaster III heavy airlifters, as well as Air India 
commencing the 787 Dreamliner service, all point to a 
new era of Boeing’s partnership with India.

Furthermore, at this year’s Paris Air Show, Boeing, for 
the first time flew a 787 Dreamliner in Air India livery – 
impressing thousands of onlookers. The 787 is a 
next-generation airplane that truly represents the latest 
in technology, the latest in passenger comfort and the 
very latest in fuel efficiency, and is now servicing Air 
India’s international routes.

Boeing’s India partnership began 70 years ago when 
Tata Airlines first flew DC-3 aircraft. The relationship 
progressed as India entered the jet-age with Boeing 
commercial jetliners. Today more than 200 jets are in 
service with airlines such as Air India, Jet Airways and 
SpiceJet. These jetliners are the mainstay of the 
country’s commercial aviation sector and as major 
airlines continue to upgrade their fleets, Boeing 
airplanes, including 737s, 777s, and the game-changing 
787 Dreamliners, remain a preferred choice.

While the Indian civil aviation market has shown some 
turbulence during the past year given the slowdown in 
GDP growth and airline pricing actions, in the long-term, 
it is projected to be among the world’s fastest growing 
markets. Indian GDP growth is expected to return to 
7-8% over the next few years, fuelling further demand for 
air travel. 

At the 2013 Paris Air Show, Boeing projected a global 
demand for more than 35,000 airplanes over the next 20 
years, a doubling of the world fleet, with maximum 
deliveries to the Asia-Pacific market. We remain 
confident of our 2012 Market Outlook which predicted 
that airlines in India will need 1,450 new airplanes worth 
$175 billion in next 20 years. As the India market grows, 
we plan to offer a compelling value-proposition to our 
customers for both single-aisle and twin-aisle aircraft, to 
consolidate our strong position in the India civil aviation 
market. 

In the defense sector, we’re focused on modernizing the 
capability of the Indian armed forces. With C-17 and P-8I 
deliveries under way; and acquisition of two Boeing 
rotorcraft, platforms Chinook heavy-lift and Apache 
attack helicopters, undergoing final discussions with 
India’s Ministry of Defence – we are pleased to be 
contributing to the capability of the Indian armed forces. 

Pratyush Kumar  
President, Boeing India 
Vice President, Boeing International
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Continued growth of the civil aviation sector and the 
opening up of the Indian defense and space market, 
have created partnership opportunities for Boeing and 
the Indian aerospace industry. These partnerships 
create long term and sustainable value for both. 
Boeing recognizes this and has a twin focus in India – 
firstly, to provide a winning platform to its customers, 
with its state-of-the-art, reliable, and fuel-efficient 
products, underscored by life-cycle support services; 
and secondly, to create an eco-system for the 
aerospace industry in India, through partnerships with 
local companies, government enterprises and 
academia. 

Boeing aims to bring the best of Boeing to India and 
the best of India to Boeing. Our industrial partners and 
suppliers include Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, 
Bharat Electronics Limited, the Tata Group companies, 
Larsen & Toubro, Dynamatic Technologies, Avantel, 
Electronics Corporation of India Limited, Wipro, 
Infosys, HCL Technologies, and InfoTech Enterprises, 
all tangibly endorsing our expertise. 

To establish our research and technology footprint, in 
2009 we opened an India center in Bengaluru. In 

addition to public and private industry, Boeing is also 
investing in collaborative partnerships with leading 
universities in India, such as the Indian Institute of Science 
(IISc) and the Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs), to 
address 21st century challenges and developments.

Our partners in India place a high priority on education, 
health, and the environment. We share those priorities 
and fund a number of related initiatives. Being a good 
corporate citizen is fundamental to Boeing’s philosophy 
and we will continue to create opportunities and hope 
through our Global Corporate Citizenship program.

Boeing’s seven-decade long partnership with India is fast 
evolving into a vision of mutual growth and endless 
opportunities. Collaborations and the technology initiatives 
in commercial aviation, defense and space cooperation 
will help the Indian aerospace industry to mature and 
assume a position on the global stage. Boeing is proud to 
play a role in that journey through strong partnerships that 
will endure the test of time. The possibilities of how high 
this partnership will soar are, indeed endless. 

Air India’s Boeing 787 Dreamliner

IAF’s C-17 Globemaster III

Boeing & India 5
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The Boeing Company
Beyond All Borders

Boeing is the world’s largest aerospace company and 
leading manufacturer of commercial jetliners and 
defense, space, and security systems. A top U.S. 
exporter, the company supports airlines and U.S. and 
allied government customers in 150 countries. Boeing 
products and tailored services include commercial and 
military aircraft, satellites, weapons, electronic and 
defense systems, launch systems, advanced 
information and communication systems, and 
performance-based logistics and training.

Boeing has a long tradition of aerospace leadership 
and innovation. The company continues to expand its 
product line and services to meet emerging customer 
needs. Its broad integrating military platforms and 
defense platforms through network-enabled solutions; 
and arranging innovative customer-financing options.

Our global presence touches every continent with 
more than 170,000 employees in 70 countries. Boeing 
recognizes that the talent and motivation of the 
employees—as well as their diversity of origin, 
language, and culture—are crucial to Boeing’s 
success. Our enterprise also leverages the talents of 
hundreds of thousands of skilled people working for 
Boeing suppliers worldwide.

Boeing International, with country and regional leaders 
worldwide, leverages company resources across the 
enterprise to ensure that we offer the highest level of 
quality to our customers in all Boeing products and 
services.

 Boeing – A Global Company

	 •	More	than	170,000	employees	 
   in 70 countries.

	 •		Customers	in	150	countries.

	 •		Research	and	development	programs	 
  in several countries.

	 •		Several	thousand	suppliers	and	 
  partners worldwide.
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Boeing in India
Committed to a Long-Term Partnership

A Legacy of Partnership 
 
The close relationship between Boeing and India 
goes back 70 years, when the Tata Airlines flew 
DC-2s and DC-3s. Later, India entered the jet age on 
the wings of Boeing commercial jetliners. Today, 
Boeing jets continue to be the mainstay of the 
country’s domestic and international commercial 
fleets and Boeing partners with India’s defense and 
security agencies to meet the country’s aerospace 
and defense needs.

Boeing is focused on creating sustainable value within 
the Indian aerospace sector through important 
strategic relationships with technology, engineering, 
and manufacturing partners and major institutions of 
higher learning. New opportunities for partnership have 
emerged in many areas of aerospace industry and 

research and technology. Boeing has developed 
important relationships with local suppliers and is  
actively pursuing technical and business 
partnerships with Indian aerospace companies. To 
sustain the growth in the aerospace sector in India, 
Boeing is also pursuing partnerships with premier 
academic institutions to develop the necessary 
talent. 

Moreover, Boeing is uniquely positioned to facilitate 
growth in the burgeoning aircraft services and support 
market. In addition to the presence of the Boeing Field 
Service offices in Mumbai, New Delhi, and a 
representative office in Bengaluru, Boeing has 
established a number of service related subsidiaries. 

Acting on our commitment, in 2003 Boeing 
established a wholly owned Indian subsidiary, 

Boeing International Corporation India Private 
Limited (BICIPL), to support the growing demands of 
India’s aerospace industry. 

A Responsible Business Leader 

As a responsible business leader, Boeing is 
committed to improving the quality of life in the 
communities in which we operate. Boeing has 
contributed to and will continue to support various 
health care, education, and environmental initiatives 
in India as elsewhere.

Boeing is deeply committed to protecting the global 
ecosystem. As a technology leader, the company 
continues to pioneer environmentally progressive 
products and services and works with its suppliers  
and customers around the world to address 
environmental concerns.

Boeing & India 7
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Boeing Commercial Airplanes
A Partnership with Airlines

Boeing’s partnership with the airlines in India started in 
1941 when the Tata Airlines first flew DC-2s between 
Karachi and Baghdad. In 1944, the airline began flying 
DC-3s, which became the mainstay of its fleet in the 
1940s. Tata Airlines became Air India in 1946.

Air India, India’s flag carrier, acquired its first Boeing 
707 jetliner in 1960 and by 1962 earned the distinction 
of becoming the world’s first all-jet airline with a fleet of 
Boeing 707s. Since that time, Air India has continued 
to enlarge its fleet with Boeing Jumbo Jets such as the 
747-200, -300, and -400 in the 1980s and 90s. In 
2005, Air India placed an order for 68 Boeing 
commercial jets—the single largest commercial 

airplane order in India’s civil aviation history at that 
time, with a value of more than $11 billion at list prices. 
Of those the 777-200LR, 777-300ER, and the Next-
Generation 737-800 airplanes have already been 
delivered to Air India and the deliveries of the 27 
Boeing 787 Dreamliners are underway. 

Boeing Commercial Airplanes also partners with 
premier private carriers in India, including Jet Airways 
and SpiceJet. These carriers have also planned their 
network operations around the Boeing 737, 777, and 
787 Dreamliners. Jet Airways, a Boeing customer since 
the early 1990s, and its subsidiary, JetLite, operate 83 
Boeing 737 and 777 airplanes. Together, they have 50 

airplanes on order, including 10 787s, and 40 737s, 17 
of which were ordered in January of 2012. SpiceJet 
commenced scheduled operations with Boeing 
737-800s in 2005 and currently operates a fleet of 37 
737-800/-900ER airplanes and has 31 on order. 

In addition to the scheduled airlines, the Indian Air 
Force operates a VVIP fleet of four 737-200s and three 
new 737 Boeing Business Jets for the heads of state 
and other VIP missions.

The Boeing 2012 Current Market Outlook (CMO) for 
India projects that, over the next two decades, India 
will need 1,450 new commercial airplanes, worth $175 
billion at current list prices.
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Investment in Indian Aviation 

Boeing Commercial Aviation Services (CAS) provides products and services to 
help our customers to improve fleet utilization, reduce costs, and ensure 
passenger well-being. Jeppesen, a CAS subsidiary, directly supports the growth 
of Indian aviation through flight navigation solutions.

Boeing is also supporting Air India in the development of a training center and 
providing 787, 777, and Next-Generation 737 flight simulators.

In addition, Boeing plays a key role through participation in various industry 
associations. Boeing currently chairs the Civil Aviation Committee for Federation of 
Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and participates in the 
Aviation Co-operation Program (ACP) between the governments of India and the 
United States.

Boeing & India 9
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Boeing Defense, Space & Security
A Partnership with the Indian Armed Forces

Boeing Defense, Space & Security (BDS) develops 

innovative solutions that understand the enduring 

needs of customers and provide capability-based 

solutions to meet their rapidly evolving requirements. 

BDS also provides end-to-end services for large-scale 

systems that enhance air, land, sea and space-based 

platforms for global military, government and 

commercial customers. 

In addition to designing, producing, modifying and 
supporting fighters, bombers, transports, rotorcraft, 
aerial refuelers, missiles, munitions and spacecraft for 

military, civil and commercial use, BDS is developing 
enhanced capabilities through network-enabled 
solutions, communications and intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance technologies. BDS 
supports the U.S. government as a system integrator 
on several programs of national significance, including 
NASA’s International Space Station and, the Missile 
Defense Agency’s Ground-based Midcourse Defense 
program. BDS is also expanding into new markets and 
adjacencies, including unmanned systems, cyber 
security, energy management, and support and 
logistics.

BDS offers a broad spectrum of solutions that are 
relevant to India’s current and future military and 
humanitarian needs. They include the P-8I multi-
mission maritime patrol aircraft, C-17 Globemaster III 
strategic lift airlifter, the CH-47F Chinook heavy-lift 
helicopter, the combat-proven AH-64D Apache 
Longbow attack helicopter and the Harpoon missile. 
The Defense, Space & Security portfolio also 
extends to multirole fighters, C4ISR platforms, 
airborne early warning and control systems, 
unmanned airborne systems, space, cyber security 
and services & support. 
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On January 1, 2009, the Government of India signed a contract to purchase 
eight P-8I long-range maritime reconnaissance and anti-submarine aircraft 
from Boeing. The P-8I, based on the Boeing Next-Generation 737 
commercial airplane and a variant of the U.S. Navy P-8A Poseidon, offers 
India the full range of maritime surveillance and patrol missions. The P-8I 
incorporates not only India-unique design features, but also India-built 
subsystems that are tailored to the country’s maritime patrol requirements. 
The first P-8I aircraft arrived on schedule in May 2013 at India Naval Station 
Rajali. The subsequent seven aircraft will be delivered by 2015. 

In June 2011, India’s Ministry of Defence signed an agreement with the U.S. 
government to acquire 10 Boeing C 17 Globemaster III airlifters. The deal is 
the largest defense contract to have been signed by the Indian government 
with the United States. The first C-17 arrived in India in June 2013 and all 10 
airlifters will be delivered to the Indian Air Force by 2014.

Boeing & India 11
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Indian Aerospace Industry Partnership
For Productivity Gains and Growth

Boeing believes that productivity is a strategic 
discriminator as it attracts investors, provides value to 
customers, and creates opportunities for growth. 
Boeing recognizes that many great capabilities in 
India can bring productivity gains to its operation and 
is continually exploring new opportunities to 
collaborate with Indian aerospace companies.  

The Boeing Analysis & Experimentation Centre (A&E 
Centre) opened in February 2009 in partnership with 
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL). Based in Bengaluru, 
the center provides defense experimentation and 
decision support services to understand the future 
war fighting needs of the Indian armed forces. The 
center is staffed by former Indian military personnel 
and modeling and simulation engineers from Boeing. 
BEL has delivered the Indian-designed Data Link II for 
the P-8I, a communications system that will enable 
exchange of tactical data and messages between the 
Indian Navy aircraft, ships, and shore establishments. 
BEL has also delivered the Identification Friend or Foe 
Interrogator (IFFI), a battle management system that 
will enable P-8I aircraft to distinguish between the 
friendly and enemy aircraft and forces. And finally, 
BEL has already started delivering on a contract to 
provide F/A-18 cockpit panels.

In addition to the defense public sector units 
(DPSU’s), many private companies are also partnering 
with Boeing. Boeing has contracted with Telco 
Automation, Ltd., (TAL), of the Tata group, to 
manufacture 787 floor beams at a new facility in 
Nagpur. Dynamatic Technologies and Tata Advanced 
Materials, Ltd. (TAML) is providing power and mission 

From advanced information technology applications to 
aerospace engineering and manufacturing, Indian 
capabilities, partnering with the breadth of the Boeing 
enterprise, are propelling the Indian aerospace industry 
into a bright future. This partnership has been nurtured 
over decades.

At the same time, Boeing is also committed to India’s 
progress in building a strong aerospace industry and 
creating a broad base of indigenous capability that will 
meet the needs of the Indian as well as the global 
aerospace market. Boeing is using a supply base 
architecture to manage the implementation of the offset 
and technology transfer programs. This approach 
ensures that every element of the supply chain and the 
aerospace infrastructure is addressed. While creating 
many Indian jobs, the plan helps India stay abreast of 
global technology advances. 

Boeing’s relationship with Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. 
(HAL) began in 1991, when HAL became the single-
source producer of 757 over-wing exit doors. HAL is also 
a manufacturing partner for the uplock box and the 
flaperons for the 777, gun bay doors and wire 
harnesses for the F/A-18, and weapons bay doors, 
tail-cones, and identification friend or foe transponders 
(IFFT) for the P-8I. 
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equipment cabinets for the P-8I, and a division of the Tata group is in contract 
to provide Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) door fairings, also for the P-8I. With 
several other opportunities in work, Boeing is also looking at ways to partner 
with several small and medium enterprises throughout India.

Since 1997, Boeing has worked with India’s premier information technology (IT) 
and engineering companies, including HCL, Infosys, Tata Consultancy Services 
(TCS), L&T Infotech, Wipro, and Infotech Enterprises, to develop Centres of 
Excellence in various areas, including systems engineering and development, 
test and evaluation, web enabling, e-business applications, application 
maintenance, and commercial aviation services IT applications. In 2005, Boeing 
began employing engineering teams from Infosys on a variety of knowledge-
based projects to enhance productivity in engineering and other departments 
within Boeing. Boeing has contracted with Infotech Enterprises for engineering 
services to support aircraft design activity. All of these companies have directly 
contributed to the design of Boeing’s airplanes, including our newest airplanes, 
the 787 Dreamliner and the 747-8.

In addition, Boeing is partnering with and investing in many small and medium-
sized enterprises throughout India, both directly and through its extensive 
network of suppliers. Beyond direct work placement, Boeing collaborates with 
Indian industrial partners on lean manufacturing techniques and program 
management & supplier management best practices as part of its drive to bring 
the best of Boeing to India and the best of India to Boeing.

Boeing is privileged to have become an integral part of the Indian aerospace 
industry. With our Indian partners, Boeing is creating value for its customers 
and furthering the future of aerospace across India as well as the globe.

Boeing & India 13
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Research & Technology Partnership
For Shaping the Future of Aerospace

Boeing Research & Technology-India Center 
(BR&T-I)

On March 31, 2009, we opened the Boeing Research 
& Technology Center-India at Bengaluru, which marked 
a major milestone for Boeing’s aerospace research and 
technology activities in India. The center is the focal 
point for all of our technology activities in India and 
collaborates with many Indian R&D organizations, 
including government agencies, universities, and the 
private sector. The center also works with strategic 
partners to develop high-end technology solutions, 
particularly in the areas of materials, analysis methods, 
manufacturing, and networks. It is one of five Boeing 
advanced research centers outside the United States; 
the others are in Australia, China, Europe, and Russia.
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Boeing is continuing to invest in India through prominent technology 
outreach programs. Combining Indian technical excellence with Boeing’s 
long experience and leadership in aerospace helps Boeing to incorporate 
new ideas and innovative processes while, at the same time, growing the 
Indian R&D community to meet the emerging needs of the aerospace 
industry in the country as well as the world.

BR&T-India leverages the tremendous technological strength of the Boeing 
enterprise to improve productivity and execution and reinforces the 
company’s ability to grow the business by bringing the best of technologies 
to bear on new opportunities. It is an integral part of the BR&T enterprise in 
furthering Boeing’s global reputation for technical excellence. The center 
focuses on the areas of Assembly, Factory, and Support Technologies 
(AF&ST); Materials, Processes, and Structures Technologies (MP&ST); 
Flight and Systems Technologies (FaST); and Strategic Projects and 
Analysis as Boeing expands its global R&D footprint, technology offset 
programs, and supplier chain management. 

15Boeing & India 
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Research & Technology Partnership
For Shaping the Future of Aerospace

University Relationships and Collaborations 

Boeing values India’s capability in research and technology and is 
investing in R&D and other partnerships with major universities in India 
to enhance India’s aerospace capability and skill base. 

In 2005, Boeing entered a research partnership with the Indian Institute 
of Science (IISc), Bengaluru, which focuses on research in 
nanotechnologies, structural alloys, smart materials, and structures. 
This strategic alliance with the IISc—the first of its kind at Boeing in the 
area of material sciences—has spurred innovation and trained a large 
number of graduates in related technologies.

In January 2008, Boeing announced an agreement with the Indian Institute 
of Science (IISc), Wipro Technologies, and HCL Technologies to form the 
Aerospace Network Research Consortium (ANRC). Led by Boeing, this first 
public-private aerospace research consortium in India is conducting network 
systems research and development.

Boeing also has numerous other research and technology collaborations 
including those with the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) at Kanpur, the 
National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL), and the National Metallurgical 
Laboratory (NML).
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The National Centre for Aerospace Innovation and Research (NCAIR) is a 
first of its kind, public-private partnership initiative to create a world-class 
aerospace ecosystem in India. Boeing initiated the NCAIR in collaboration 
with the Indian Department of Science and Technology (DST) to 
demonstrate our tangible commitment to the growth of the Indian 
aerospace industry. NCAIR is hosted by the IIT Bombay and promotes 
education and research to enhance aerospace manufacturing in India.

Boeing & India 17
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Boeing recognizes the serious challenges facing our 

environment and is committed to improving the 

environmental performance of our products, 

services, and operations. Boeing’s greatest 

contribution to meeting these challenges is to 

pioneer new technologies and to design, develop, 

and build our products in an environmentally 

progressive manner.

As a leader in the industry, Boeing Commercial 

Airplanes continues to invest a significant amount of its 

R&D toward advanced technologies that directly 
benefit the environment. From helping to 
demonstrate the technical feasibility of using 
sustainable biofuels and other renewable energy 
sources to incorporating new technologies to reduce 
noise and carbon emissions to increasing the 
efficiency of the air traffic control systems, Boeing is 
continuously working to help reduce the industry’s 
environmental footprint.

Within the aerospace industry, Boeing continues to 
help lead efforts to safeguard the environment. 

Boeing firmly believes that the environmental 
challenge is best tackled at the global level. Our 
focus areas include cooperation on alternative 
energy sources, the supply chain, and the global 
transportation system—all elements that offer critical 
near- and medium-term potential for gains in 
environmental performance.

Boeing has a strong record of regulatory 
compliance and a legacy of environmental 
performance improvements in its products and 
services. By enabling its employees to drive 

Aviation and the Environment
Taking Responsibility
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change, Boeing is embedding environmental thought and action 
into everything it does.

In India, Boeing is actively participating in initiatives to explore how 
airlines can reduce their impact on the environment and also working 
with leading scientific and academic communities on initiatives to help 
reduce emissions.

Boeing & India 19
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World regions
Key indicators and new airplane markets

Boeing Global Market Outlook

Growth   New Share
measure   airplanes by size

Economy (GDP) 3.2% Large widebody 760 2%

Traffic (RPK) 5.0% Medium widebody 3,300 9%

Cargo (RTK) 5.0% Small widebody 4,530 13%

Airplane fleet 3.6% Single aisle 24,670 70%

  Regional jets 2,020 6%

  Total 35,280
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Fast-Paced Growth and Expanding Middle Class

Despite recent challenges for the Indian economy in 
general, and the aviation sector in particular, the 
fundamental long-term story for Indian aviation is one 
of robust growth. Real GDP growth, which is 
foundational to the growth of air travel, is expected to 
return to 7-8% per year, fuelling further demand for air 
travel.

This development is expected to foster the emergence 
of a large middle class within the country, which 
according to various estimates could reach a size of 
600 to 700 million people by 2030. With half of India’s 
population under the age of 25, there will be an 
abundant supply of new customers for airlines to tap 
over the next 20 years.

Although air travel remains a luxury for the Indian 
consumer, it is a luxury that is within reach of the 
emerging middle class. Hence there is a significant 
potential for the air traffic to grow in terms of air trips 
per capita in the long term.

Travel and Tourism

The World Travel & Tourism Council projects that by 
2021 the total contribution of travel and tourism will 
account for approximately 5 percent of India’s total 
GDP. This is approximately $220 billion in economic 
value. Total contribution of Travel and tourism will 
account for 8.1 percent of total employment in India by 
2021, representing over 47 million jobs. International 
visitor arrivals are expected to nearly double by 2021, 
reaching over 11 million in the latter year. The many 
benefits of air travel are manifest, both in terms of the 
life-enriching experience for the travelers and the 
financial benefits for those employed by the travel 
industry.

Infrastructure Investment 

Continued investment in airport and airspace 
infrastructure is critical to sustain India’s projected air 
travel growth. To that end, both government and 
private entities are participating. Examples of this 
investment include the recently completed Greenfield 
airports at Hyderabad and Bengaluru, the Indira 
Gandhi International Airport’s Terminal 3, recent 
modernization at the Mumbai airport, and many other 
“Greenfield” sites in various stages of development.

Current Market Outlook
Key Factors Influencing Air Travel Growth
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The Wings of India
And the World

Boeing has a long history of delivering airplanes with 

superior capabilities and efficiency. Boeing’s 

commercial product line includes the Next-Generation 

737 and the 737 MAX, the 787 Dreamliner, the 777, 

and the 747. More than 12,500 Boeing Commercial 

jetliners are in active service worldwide, representing 

two-thirds of the world’s Western-built fleet of jet 

airplanes with 100+ seat capacity. Boeing innovations 

include the world’s first jumbo jet, the 747; the first 

cockpit commonality between different major models, 

the 757 and 767; the industry standard-setting 
efficiency and the passenger preference of the 777; 
and the game-changing efficiency, comfort, and speed 
of the 787 Dreamliner.

Boeing is continually adding value to its products and 
services by simplifying the product line and by 
implementing lean global enterprise. A simplified 
product family—moving from eight airplane models to 
four—has helped Boeing improve product quality while 
helping customers increase operational efficiency. 

Boeing’s product family provides greater fleet 
commonality and reduces airline costs while enabling 
more point-to-point services—a trend that is expected 
to intensify over the next 20 years. Many airlines have 
validated such strategy by rationalizing their fleets while 
substantially reducing operating costs.

With breakthrough technology and innovation, Boeing 
airplanes offer complete market coverage with 
outstanding reliability, unsurpassed efficiency, and 
superior passenger comfort.
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Boeing 777
Reliability and Efficiency Deliver More Value

An acknowledged leader in reliability and productivity, 
the Boeing 777 continues to be voted the most favorite 
airplane of frequent flyers and remains the flagship of 
the world’s most successful airlines, helping them to 
maximize earnings and make the most of their 
investment. With 1,452 orders and 62 customers as of 
May 31, 2013, the 777 has outsold all competitors. 

The 777 provides both the highest payload and longest 
range of any airplane in the size category of 300-400 
seats. This unsurpassed capability gives the operators 
strategic growth opportunities to open new markets, 
carry more passengers and cargo in existing markets, 
and develop innovative ways to maximize utilization of 
airplane and crew resources. 

The environmental performance of the 777 is 
exemplary; designed with the future in mind, the 777 
already meets the noise and emission standards 
planned for future generation of airplanes. Such 
environmental performance makes the 777 a welcome 
visitor to highly regulated airports and both the airlines 
and passengers can feel at ease about the carbon 
footprint when flying the 777.

Thanks to modern engine and systems technology, 
today’s twin engine airplanes are the most reliable 
airplanes ever built and can fly point-to-point anywhere 
in the world with optimum fuel economy and timely 
service. The 777 leads the field, with fewer than half 

the schedule interruptions, turn backs, or diversions of 
competing twin-aisle airplanes, allowing the airplane and 
the crew to be at the scheduled airport at the scheduled 
time more often, supporting robust airline timetables 
and operational planning. And the speed and 
operational commonality of the 777 with other Boeing 
twin-aisle jetliners gives airlines the flexibility they need 
in adapting schedules to varying demands.

For the sixth year in a row, the 777 has won the 
Leading Edge Award from the American Express. In 
an Executive Travel magazine study, the business 
executives who travel frequently ranked the 777 as 
the best airplane to fly on. This award reflects the 
continuing recognition by the flying customers and 
demonstrates the strong passenger preference for 
Boeing airplanes. Such passenger preference is due 
to the Boeing Signature Interior, offered on all 777 
models, with superior comfort, functionality, 
increased headroom, improved lighting, and larger 
overhead bins for easier stowage of onboard luggage. 
Comfort at every seat and convenience throughout 
the cabin makes flying productive for the business 
traveler, more restful for the leisure traveler, and more 
enjoyable for all.

The 777 has a wider cabin than any competing airplane, 
current or planned. This offers airlines the flexibility to 
match cabin configuration to market needs and realize 
higher passenger revenue. Highly desired by the crew 

on the longer range flights, the 777 offers the option of 
overhead flight crew and cabin attendant rest areas, 
freeing up valuable main deck and lower hold space for 
more revenue seating and cargo (e.g., the 777-200ER or 
777–200LR can feature approximately 30 more revenue 
seats than the competition).

The 777-300ER is the newest and most advanced entry 
in the 300-400 seat market. It brings twinjet reliability 
and outstanding economics to the medium- to long-
range markets. The 777-300ER allows operators to 
increase capacity on existing routes or open new 
nonstop routes. The airplane integrates seamlessly with 
other 777 family members, giving airlines more flexibility 
to meet market demand.

The 777-200LR is especially well-suited for ultra-long-
range, point-to-point service. With leading twin-engine 
reliability and economics, the 777-200LR can carry 
more passengers and revenue cargo farther than any 
other jetliner. In 2005, the 777-200LR set a world record 
by flying 21,601 kilometers (11,664 nautical miles) 
nonstop, demonstrating its ability to connect virtually 
any two cities in the world. 

The 777 Freighter is the most capable twin-engine 
freighter and brings the advanced 777 airplane 
technologies to the freighter market. The 777 Freighter 
has exceptional range and the lowest trip costs of any 
large freighter.
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Boeing 787 Dreamliner
Changing the Game, Changing the Way We Travel

The 787 Dreamliner, with orders for 930 airplanes 
from 58 customers around the world, is the fastest 
selling new airplane in aviation history. The 
extraordinary market success of the Dreamliner is a 
direct result of incorporating fundamental innovations 
into the airplane design that deliver breakthrough 
passenger experience to the flying public and lower 
operating costs to the operators. The airplane is 
uniquely suited to help the airlines carry passengers 
and cargo, where they want to go, more profitably 
and to raise industry standards for reliability at the 
lowest operating costs in class.

The superior payload-range capability of the 
Dreamliner, at speeds matching today’s fastest and 

largest wide body airplanes, will help the airlines 
solidify existing markets and open new ones and  
carry more cargo; all this at 20 percent better fuel 
burn, 30 percent lower maintenance costs, and higher  
asset productivity. 

The significantly increased payload-range 
capability and improved operating economics of 
the 787 result from the fundamental innovations 
designed into the airplane. With it’s mostly carbon 
fiber wing and fuselage, the airplane is lighter in 
weight. The advanced aerodynamics incorporated 
into the wing design reduces drag. These features, 
together with next generation engine technology, 
translate into dramatically lower fuel consumption 

and lower carbon and noise footprints. The more-
electric systems architecture on the 787 increases 
airplane reliability and reduces maintenance costs. 
It also reduces fuel costs because electric 
systems extract only as much power from the 
engine as is actually needed during each phase of 
flight. The state-of-the-art 787 flight deck 
integrates the latest avionics and communications 
technology to optimize pilot performance while 
retaining substantial operational similarity with 
other Boeing airplanes. Added to the technology 
are the e-enabled features that will help  
the airline improve operational reliability and  
asset productivity.

Economic, Operational, and Environmental Performance
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Unparalleled Passenger Experience

These and other technological advances have enabled 
Boeing to incorporate a breathtaking array of features 
into the cabin to deliver unparalleled passenger 
experience. The spacious cabin on the 787 Dreamliner 
features innovative architecture for premium comfort 
and state-of-the-art LED lighting that can be subtly 
changed in intensity and color during different phases 
of flight. The 787 cabin also has larger stowage bins for 
more personal luggage. The windows on the 787 are 
30 percent bigger than those on the 767 airplane; with 
its big windows, every seat will seem like a window 
seat. In addition, these windows are electronically 
dimmable; hence the plastic window shutters are 
eliminated with significant savings in the maintenance 
costs. The high-strength composite fuselage enables 
the cabin to be pressurized to higher pressure, to an 
equivalent of lower pressure altitude of 1,830 meters 

(or 6,000 feet), considerably lower than typical cabin 
altitudes today. The composite material also allows 
higher humidity during cruise. The advanced filtration 
system on this airplane will help provide cleaner air in 
the cabin. Studies have shown that higher cabin 
pressure, cleaner air, and higher humidity reduce 
discomfort and fatigue and allow passengers to arrive 
better rested and feeling more refreshed. Advanced 
sensing and flight control technology on the 787 
reduces intensity of the turbulence felt during flight, 
creating a noticeably smoother ride. The 787 
Dreamliner allows an airline to offer passengers a 
broad selection of in-flight entertainment choices. 

These interior features on the 787 will connect the 
passengers with the positive aspects of flying leading 
to higher preference by the flying public.

The 787 Dreamliner successfully completed the type 
certification and has started deliveries to customer 
airlines. As of mid-2013, nearly 70 787s have been 
delivered to 13 airline customers. 

Air India, India’s flag carrier took the delivery of their 
first 787 Dreamliners in September 2012. Jet Airways, 
India’s largest private airline, has also ordered 10 787 
Dreamliners. The 787 Dreamliner will be the most 
advanced airplane in Air India and Jet Airways fleets 
and is expected to enable them to capitalize on many 
of the advantages described above toward more 
successful operations. 

Less Fatigue; More Refreshed; Smoother Ride
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The Boeing 737 is the world’s most successful jetliner, 
with more than 266 customers and orders for more 
than 11,000 (including more than 6,525 orders for the 
Next-Generation 737 and more than 1,495 orders for 
the 737 MAX). 

The Next-Generation 737 builds on the proven 
strengths of the 737 family with continuous investment 
in new technology features that provide improved 
capability and the best economics in class. The 
innovations added to the Next-Generation 737 improve 
airplane performance, passenger comfort, and 
navigation capability of the airplane. The aerodynamic 
and engine enhancements added to the airplane have 
further reduced fuel consumption by 2 percent, 
resulting in much sought after lower operating costs.

The 737 Boeing Sky Interior (BSI), which made its 
debut In October 2010 featuring pivot bins, re-sculpted 
sidewalls, newly designed passenger service units, 
and LED cabin lighting, is redefining the passenger 
experience. The spacious feel of the BSI was inspired 

by the same passenger research that led to the award-
winning 787 interior. The Global Traveler Magazine poll of 
business travelers has ranked the 737 the overall best 
single-aisle airplane.

Many carriers have chosen to operate an all Boeing 737 
fleet which yields substantial savings in pilot and 
mechanic training, ground handling, and spares 
inventory, while enabling higher utilization and improved 
on-time departures, thus allowing carriers to compete 
more successfully in fare-sensitive markets like those in 
India.

The Next-Generation 737 maintenance costs are the 
lowest of any single aisle airplane. The Next-Generation 
737 family members weigh 5 to 9 percent less per seat 
than the competition leading to lowest maintenance 
costs and fuel savings of up to 4 percent per seat. 
Operators have found tremendous value in optional 
blended winglets that further reduce fuel consumption, 
emissions, takeoff noise, and engine maintenance, while 
improving payload and range capability.

The 737 has been successfully helping airlines in 
India grow to meet increasing demand for air travel. 
SpiceJet, Jet Airways, and Air India Express are 
successfully operating the Boeing 737 airplanes. 
Indian carriers were the first to operate Next-
Generation 737s within Southwest Asia, with 
SpiceJet the first to operate the new 737-900ER in 
India. Jet Airways is one of a select group of 
airlines that operate the 737-700, 737-800, and 
737-900 as well as being the first airline to operate 
737s with in-seat video throughout the cabin. 
Underscoring its confidence in the 737, SpiceJet 
ordered 30 more 737-800s with the new Boeing 
Sky Interior in November 2010 and Jet Airways 
placed a follow on order for 17 Next-Generation 
737s in January 2012. 

With its industry-leading reliability and superior 
economics, efficiency, utilization, and passenger 
comfort, the Next-Generation 737 is the world’s 
preferred single-aisle airplane.

Boeing Next-Generation 737
The World’s Most Successful Jetliner
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The Boeing 737 MAX
Making The World’s Most Successful Jetliner Even Better

The Boeing 737 MAX is the optimization of everything 

Boeing, with inputs from our customers, has learned 

about creating the best single aisle airplane in the 

world. The strategic advantages of this airplane are 

MAX efficiency, MAX reliability, and MAX passenger 

appeal. The 737 MAX will take the already significant 

advantages offered by the Next-Generation 737  

even further. 

This new family of airplanes will incorporate a number 

of airframe improvements and new technology CFM 

Leap-1B engines that are optimized for the 737 to 

reduce operating costs by 7% relative to its future 

competition. Compared to today’s main competitors, 

MAX EFFICIENCY

the 737 MAX will bring 16 percent lower fuel burn per 
seat while maintaining the lower maintenance cost 
advantage it offers today. The advanced technology 
and efficient design of the 737 MAX will have noise 
levels reduced by 35% ushering in a new future in 
environmental performance. While enjoying these 
advantages that lower operating costs, the airlines will 
be able to maintain commonality between their existing 
fleets of the 737 with the new 737 MAX, further 
lowering their introductory costs. 

These improvements in the 737 MAX will go hand in 
hand with even better reliability record that the airlines 
and passengers expect. The high reliability level of 
99.7% will enable airlines avoid delaying 68,000 

passengers a year compared to an airline operating  
the competitor airplane.

The 737 MAX features the new Boeing Sky Interior 
which dramatically elevates the passenger experience 
and creates preference and loyalty. There is a greater 
sense of spaciousness, the overhead bins hold more 
bags yet disappear into the cabin architecture when 
closed, and the dynamic LED lighting extends airline’s 
color and brand into the cabin.

The 737 MAX has met with tremendous success in the 
marketplace, with more than 1,495 orders, from some 
of the strongest airlines in the world with a variety of 
business models including the LCC.

MAX RELIABILITY

99.8

99.7

99.6

99.5

99.4

99.3

99.7%< 

Next-Generation 737 reliability over the past 12 months:
PERCENTAGE OF FLIGHTS FOR WHICH THE AIRPLANE HAS BEEN 
READY TO DEPART WITHIN 15 MINUTES OF SCHEDULED 
DEPARTURE TIME

MAX PASSENGER APPEAL
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Aviation history has celebrated the original team that 
designed and built the original 747 as the “Incredibles” 
and every 747 model that has come after that has 
been even better than the last. The 747-8 
Intercontinental continues in that tradition in the 21st 
century. The advanced materials and new technologies 
incorporated into this airplane give it outstanding 
economics, exemplary environmental performance, 
and unequalled passenger appeal. The new 747-8 is 
truly incredible.

The 747-8 Intercontinental offers airlines excellent 
range capability, 14,815 km (8,000 nm), for serving the 
denser markets. The 747-8 Intercontinental is in a class 
by itself as the only jetliner in the 400- to 500-seat 
market, providing 467 seats in a three-class 
configuration, while offering superior passenger 
experience with its 787 Dreamliner inspired interior 
architecture.

The 747-8 Intercontinental is the most efficient 
airplane in its class. It offers exceptional fuel 
efficiency from the 787 technology engines, a new 
wing design, and advanced alloys. The 747-8 
Intercontinental is more than 10 percent lighter per 
seat and will consume 11 percent less fuel per seat 
than the competition. It sets new standards in 
environmental performance and profitability. On 

identical routes, the competing aircraft has 27 
percent higher trip cost and 7 percent higher 
seat-mile cost than the 747-8 Intercontinental.

Its fuel consumption and emissions are significantly 
lower than those of the aircraft it replaces. The new 
engine technology and the wing design make the 
747-8 Intercontinental quieter with substantially smaller 
noise footprint, giving operators greater flexibility to 
operate into noise-sensitive airports.

Compared to its predecessor, the 747-400, the 747-8 
Intercontinental features 51 more seats and 26 percent 
greater revenue cargo volume, delivering operators 
more revenue potential, yet it is able to operate into the 
same airports where today’s 747-400 flies without 
having to make extensive and expensive changes to 
the airport infrastructure. 

The new Intercontinental passenger cabin incorporates 
the triumphs of the 787 Dreamliner design to create an 
oasis of comfort and relaxation in the sky. The sculpted 
ceilings, and dynamic LED lighting harmonize to evoke 
a natural environment. Overhead and side stowage 
bins integrate seamlessly with the architectural design 
and provide more storage for passengers. The new 
747-8 Intercontinental passenger cabin is a destination 
all its own.

Boeing 747-8
Advanced Technologies Deliver Exceptional Performance & Economics

The 747-8 Freighter, the cargo version of the 747-8 
family, provides similar exceptional performance and 
economics with technology and wing enhancements 
shared with the 747-8 Intercontinental. 

Both the 747-8 Freighter and 747-8 Intercontinental 
were awarded airplane type certification from the 
Federal Aviation Administration in 2011. Between the 
747-8 Intercontinental and the 747-8 Freighter, the 
airplanes enjoy 105 firm orders from 13 customers as 
of July, 2013.
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Boeing Freighters
The Right Choice

Boeing Air Cargo Opportunities

Boeing offers the only complete line of freighters, in 
both production and converted freighters, with a 
number of range options and lift capabilities starting 
from 18 to 134 tonnes. This is why more than 90% of 
the world’s freighter capacity flies on Boeing airplanes. 
The Boeing freighter family includes: the 747-8, the 777, 
the 767, the 737-700 Convertible, the 767 Boeing 
Converted Freighter (BCF), the 747-400 BCF, the 
MD-11 BCF, and through data licensing the 757 and 
767-200 Special Freighters. 

 Each Boeing model is more fuel efficient than the 
competing aircraft in its class, with superior 

economics. Boeing freighters can operate within 
existing infrastructure at several hundred major airports 
around the world. The 777F and the 747-8F can 
interline for more efficient fleet operations. 

The Boeing 747 Freighter family alone provides more 
than one-half of the world’s freighter capacity. The 
new 747-8 Freighter incorporates new advanced 
technologies, the newest engine and wing 
combination in the industry, and new capabilities in 
the flight deck while providing 20 tonnes more cargo 
at the same operating cost of a 747-400. The result 
is a more capable, more fuel efficient, and more 

economical business solution, with higher profit 
potential. The airplane features the lowest tonne-
kilometer cost of any freighter. Operators will also 
benefit from the 747-8 airplane’s key commonality 
with existing fleets.

The 777 Freighter brings a new level of payload range 
and economics to the twin-engine large freighter 
market. The airplane’s 102-tonne revenue payload 
capability far exceeds that of any other twin- and tri-jet 
freighter. The 777 Freighter also has the lowest trip 
costs of any large freighter. It is the ideal complement 
to the 747.
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Boeing Converted Freighters:  
Value Opportunity

Worldwide freighter conversions are expected to 
account for more than 70 percent of the total freighter 
fleet growth over the next 20 years – nearly  
2,000 freighters.

Passenger-to-freighter conversions offer commercial 
airplane owners an opportunity to realize the greatest 

value from their airplane assets in preparation for the 
long-term growth projected for the air cargo industry. 

The Boeing Converted Freighter (BCF) program 
assures that owners of 767-300, MD-11, and 747-400 
jetliners will receive the same Boeing engineering, 
workmanship, reliability and support for their BCFs as 
for new Boeing airplanes.

In addition, Boeing licenses engineering data to several 
world-class companies for the conversion of 757, 737 
Classic and MD-80 models.

Blue Dart Aviation, started in 1994, has been highly 
successful with two 737 Freighters and five 757 
Freighters in their operation.
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Commercial Aviation Services
A Partnership for Lifecycle Solutions and Support

The Boeing Company is helping India’s aviation 
infrastructure keep pace with the airlines and air traffic 
growth. Boeing’s solutions will help Indian customers 
by providing the advantage they need to be successful 
every day. This is the Boeing Edge, the industry’s 
largest portfolio of commercial aviation support and 
services that meet their business needs, while 
providing around-the-clock support for Boeing 
airplanes throughout the entire product lifecycle and 
strengthening India’s position as a world-class  
aviation market.

The Boeing Edge is all about customer success. We 
provide the support, services, and solutions to give 
customers every competitive advantage-directly from 
the OEM. It brings customers what no other single 
service company can. Combining our strengths 
creates their advantage.

The Boeing Edge is built on the five unique attributes 
that give Boeing customers a competitive edge and 
help ensure their success. 

• Passionate People: available every day, working 
around the clock to support our customers’ 
businesses. 

• OEM Knowledge: our design knowledge, 
manufacturing experience, engineering expertise and 
fleet data are part of every service we provide. 

• Breakthrough Technologies: our commitment to 
research and development helps keep airplanes safe, 
reliable and available and customer operations 
efficient. 

• Lifecycle Commitment: our support begins when a 
customer acquires airplanes and continues as they 
operate and maintain them daily, upgrade and refresh 
them, and transition them. 

• Unparalleled Integration: the largest services portfolio 
in the industry, so we can provide solutions that span 
an entire enterprise. And we can integrate solutions to 
give an airline’s fleet, operations, and business 
maximum performance.

Boeing is very proud that every Boeing operator in 
the region has implemented one or more of the 
Boeing Edge capabilities in their operations. These 
solutions include: Component Services Program; 
Maintenance Performance Toolbox; Electronic Flight 
Bag; Airplane Health Management and Maintenance 
Optimization programs. Additionally, customers have 
opted for Boeing’s premier Landing Gear Exchange 

Program and Aircraft-on-Ground global aircraft 
support services

Boeing developed GoldCare for the 787 Dreamliner 
and is expanding it to other fleets. The GoldCare 
program is a comprehensive fleet maintenance and 
engineering management service that provides flexible 
solutions for material management, engineering and 
maintenance execution. GoldCare reduces costs and 
enhances predictability. For GoldCare customers, 
Boeing leads a global team of providers, delivers spare 
parts and maintenance and engineering expertise at a 
predictable cost. GoldCare incorporates new 
technologies that turn airplane operating data into 
actionable information and knowledge for the Indian 
operators. GoldCare will allow operators to simplify 
logistics and concentrate on the most important part 
of their business—the business of flying passengers.
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Jeppesen – A Boeing Company
Transforming the Way the World Moves

Jeppesen provides solutions that help airlines and other 
transportation companies optimize and operate more 
efficiently. In addition to providing mission-critical 
navigational and operating information, Jeppesen has a 
broad portfolio of products and services that use 
leading-edge technologies to help customers optimize 
their operations. Some examples include sophisticated 

flight operations management and crew planning 
solutions, Electronic Flight Bag applications and data, 
navigation and voyage optimization solutions for marine 
operators, and applications that help railroads and 
package delivery services operate more efficiently. 
Jeppesen is a subsidiary of Boeing Commercial Aviation 
Services, a unit of Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
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CDG – A Boeing Company
Innovative Engineering Solutions

CDG specializes in helping engineering and manufacturing 
organizations to maximize their efficiency by providing engineering 
lifecycle services and software solutions. This experienced global 
team of highly skilled engineers and technical data experts 
supports delivery of cost-effective on-shore, off-shore, or blended 
team options to support numerous organizations in aviation and 
aerospace, defense and space, manufacturing, energy, and other 
engineering-focused industries. Customers benefit from the depth 
of experience, ability to structure flexible solutions, and the 
company’s governance model.

The CDG India team in Chennai assists CDG’s global customers 
with engineering design services, technical authoring services, 
software development, and advanced learning solutions.

For more than 40 years, CDG has provided mission-critical 
technical publications and services to support the aviation 
industry. Today, as a wholly owned subsidiary of Boeing, CDG has 
continued to expand beyond its historical roots in aviation to 
provide advanced products and services for other customers 
across a diverse range of industries. CDG employees are 
constantly integrating new ideas into Boeing processes, striving 
for higher quality standards, higher speed, and lower cost 
solutions for Boeing customers. With more than 1,200 employees 
worldwide, CDG production and customer service facilities are 
located in multiple locations throughout the United States, Europe, 
and India.
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Over the past decade, India has put plans into 
motion for the modernization of its defense 
capabilities. The need for a secure, stable and 
peaceful environment for national development has 
provided the impetus for the country’s defense 
modernization effort.

In the Union Budget 2012-13, $40.44 billion has been 
earmarked for national defense, a growth of 17.63 per 
cent increase over the previous year. As total spending 
grows, the volume of planned expenditure on new 
acquisitions is expected to create new opportunities 
for foreign firms as well as for Indian companies. 

India’s Defense Focus and Requirements
Modernizing India’s Defense Capabilities

Over the past decade, India’s Ministry of Defense has 
implemented a series of reforms to its procurement policy 
which are expected to further the growth of India’s 
aerospace industry, spur technology development, make 
India an exporter of aerospace technologies, and enable 
its transformation into a self reliant nation
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P-8I Aircraft
21st Century Maritime Security for the Indian Navy 

The P-8I aircraft is a variant of the US Navy P-8A 
Poseidon, tailored to meet the exacting requirements 
of the Indian Navy. The P-8I will give India the newest 
and most technologically advanced maritime patrol 
and surveillance capability. As India’s new long-range 
maritime reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare 
aircraft, the P-8I will provide strategic blue-water and 
littoral undersea warfare capability as well as armed 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance.

The aircraft’s exceptional range, speed, radius of 
action and highly developed sensors will ensure that 
the Indian Navy can meet current and future strategic 
requirements. Commonality of spare parts and systems 
with the US Navy P-8A promote achievement of 
logistics and support objectives and greatly enhance the 
ability of India’s navy to interoperate with the US Navy.

The P-8I enjoys the benefit of the US Navy’s 
commitment and substantial investment in the P-8A.  
A true multi-mission maritime patrol aircraft (MPA), the 
P-8I has a broader range of capabilities for greater 
flexibility than any previous MPA. The US Navy, 

Boeing, CFM International, Northrop Grumman, 
Raytheon, GE Aviation, Spirit AeroSystems and BAE 
Systems are working as a seamless government and 
industry team to develop a weapons system that 
provides unrivaled performance.

The P-8I leverages existing commercial 737 worldwide 
logistics, maintenance and training support systems to 
improve performance and reduce costs. The P-8I’s 
advanced open-architecture mission system and 
next-generation radar, sensors and engines, will 
provide superior performance well into the future. 

The P-8I’s mission system offers the Indian Navy 
unprecedented flexibility, including important interfaces 
to other platforms and systems. Non-proprietary 
standards and protocols ensure that future upgrades 
and indigenous equipment can be accommodated 
quickly and affordably. 

Boeing is building the P-8I, a military derivative of 
the Next-Generation 737-800, at its production 
facility Renton, Wash. The 737 fuselage is being 
built by Spirit AeroSystems in Wichita, Kan., and 
then sent to Renton where all aircraft structural 
features unique to the P-8 will be incorporated in 
sequence during fabrication and assembly. Aircraft 
quality and performance acceptance flight testing 
takes place at Renton Field and final installation 
and checkout of the mission system and special 
flight test instrumentation is conducted at Boeing 
Field.

In January 2009, the Government of India selected 
Boeing to provide eight P-8I aircraft. An option for four 
additional P-8I aircraft was included in the original 
contract. Boeing delivered the first P-8I in 2013 and will 
deliver the remaining seven by 2015.
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C-17 Globemaster III
Delivering India’s Military and Humanitarian Airlift Capabilities

In June 2011, India’s Ministry of Defence signed an 
agreement with the U.S. government to acquire 10 
Boeing C 17 Globemaster III airlifters. The deal is the 
largest defense contract to have been signed by the 
Indian government with the United States.

The first C-17 Globemaster III arrived in India in June 
2013 and Boeing is on track to deliver four more C-17s 
to the Indian Air Force this year and five in 2014.

The C-17 is designed to fulfill India’s military and 
humanitarian airlift needs well into the 21st century. A 
high-wing, four-engine, T-tailed aircraft with a rear-
loading ramp, the C-17 can carry large combat 
equipment and troops or humanitarian aid across 
international distances directly to small austere airfields 
anywhere in the world.

The C-17 is the only airlifter capable of meeting India’s 
airlift requirements, including large payload delivery into 
austere and semi-prepared airfields, hot and high 
altitude equipment airdrops, paratroop capabilities, 
brigade airdrops, supporting disaster and humanitarian 
relief missions, aero medical evacuations, and 
transportation of troops and heavy equipment.

The C-17 is equipped with an externally blown flap 
system that allows a steep, low-speed final approach 
and low-landing speeds for routine short-field 
landings.

With a maximum payload of 164,900 pounds or 
74,797 kilograms, the C-17 can take off from a 
7,000-foot airfield; fly 2,400 nautical miles with an 
initial cruise altitude of 28,000 feet; and land on a 
small, austere airfield in 3,000 feet or less. The C-17 
can be refueled in flight and is designed to airdrop 
102 paratroopers and equipment.

With its unique ability to deliver cargo directly to 
forward destinations and offload with its engines 
running, the C-17 can get into and out of the 
staging area quickly, making many transshipments 
and complex logistics support unnecessary.

A cockpit crew of two and a single loadmaster 
operate the C-17. An advanced digital avionics system 
and advanced cargo systems make this cost-effective 
crewing possible. The cargo compartment can 
accommodate large wheeled vehicles in two side-by-
side rows. The C-17 can carry three combat-ready 

infantry fighting vehicles or a main battle tank in a 
single deployment load.

Each of the four Pratt & Whitney PW2040 series 
turbofans, designated F117-PW-100 by the U.S. Air Force, 
produces 40,440 pounds of thrust. The engines are 
equipped with directed-flow thrust reversers capable of 
deployment in flight. On the ground, a fully loaded aircraft 
can use the thrust reversers to back up a two-percent 
slope.

Continuously upgraded to meet changing world 
situations, today’s C-17 incorporates significant 
improvements since its original rollout—from addition 
of an extended-range fuel tank and upgraded software 
to improvements to the Aerial Delivery System and 
communications architecture.

The support infrastructure for the C-17 operates 
worldwide. The C-17 Globemaster III Integrated 
Sustainment program provides participants a virtual fleet 
pool of C-17 unique spares and support that ensures 
excellent operational availability and maintainability, 
resulting in a significant cost savings. The GISP 
arrangement provides the highest airlift mission-capable 
rate at one of the lowest costs per flying hour.
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AH-64E Apache 
The Apache Advantage – Always Mission Ready 

The most advanced multi-role combat helicopter for 
the US Army, the AH-64D Apache has been selected 
by a growing number of international defense forces. 
To date, 12 nations have selected, ordered or are 
currently flying AH-64D Apache helicopters in their 
defense forces. The US Army has ordered more than 
600 Apache aircraft. More than 300 new and 
remanufactured international AH-64Ds have been 
delivered or are in production. Follow-on orders and 
upgrades in accordance with Apache’s defined and 
relevant technology roadmap will keep the AH-64D  
in production for decades and in service to 2040  
and beyond. 

The first production AH-64E Apache was delivered to 
the U.S. Army in 2011. The AH-64E incorporates 25 
technology insertions, providing network-centric 
warfare capabilities that will enable battlespace 
dominance for the Army’s future force. Additional 
benefits from the AH-64E Apache include reduced 
operations and support costs through advanced 
composite rotor blade and transmission technology. 
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CH-47F Chinook
Ready for any Military or Humanitarian Heavy-Lift Mission 

The CH-47F Chinook is the world’s standard 
for a heavy-lift helicopter, able to operate at 
high altitudes and in harsh environments. 
Serving on six continents, in all climates and 
conditions, the Chinook is proven on a 
multitude of missions that include humanitarian 
support, disaster relief, search and rescue, 
fire-fighting and nation-building. The Chinook 
has gained the confidence of defense forces 
around the world during humanitarian relief 
efforts. It contains a fully integrated, digital 
cockpit management system, common 
aviation architecture cockpit and advanced 
cargo-handling capabilities that complement 
the aircraft’s mission performance and 
handling characteristics.
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ScanEagle & Integrator Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Capabilities for Customers

Boeing subsidiary Insitu Inc. is the manufacturer of 
ScanEagle® and Integrator™ Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems (UAS). Insitu Pacific is the first international 
expansion of Insitu Inc, based in Australia with 
headquarters in Brisbane, Queensland. The 
organisation has a track record of delivering highly 
reliable intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
(ISR) services to customers across southeast Asia. 

The design of Insitu UAS has overcome many 
challenges to provide superior ISR information on 
land and at sea to the global defense community 
since 2004.

The UAS operates from a small-footprint, 
expeditionary, runway-independent system without the 
use of nets or flight deck. A launcher quickly catapults 
the aircraft to flight and the patented SkyHook® 
retrieval system using a vertically suspended cable to 
catch a hook on the aircraft’s wing, safely stopping 
flight. When not in use, minimal storage space is 
required, so Insitu systems fit aboard even small ships. 
The aircraft typically flies in extreme environments and 
can be reconfigured quickly in the field. The fact that 
common ground equipment supports Insitu’s entire 
family of unmanned aircraft, ScanEagle operations are 
easily upgraded to include the rapid, robust payload 

integration capabilities of Insitu’s next generation UAS, 
Integrator.

Integrator builds on ScanEagle design principles 
proven in theater. A multi-function ball turret lets 
operators change sensors during the mission, and 
multiple bays can carry payloads totaling 17 kg. 
Cross-queued data keeps eyes on target, so you 
maintain positive identification while decision makers 
determine a course of action.

At sea, Insitu UAS detect threats that are hours, not 
minutes, away; the automatic identification system (AIS) 
relay effectively extends the eyes of the ship beyond 
the horizon, to identify vessels of interest that are 
hundreds of kilometers away. For the soldier, 
persistence has the largest impact on the battlefield. 
ScanEagle can fly for more than 24 hours, and it does 
so on less than two gallons of fuel. This persistence 
permits unit commanders to use the ScanEagle UAS 
more dynamically than other systems. These 
capabilities mean the customer is able to make 
informed decisions and create effective mission plans 
in a more effective fashion. 

Insitu’s mission readiness record of 99 percent is 
enabled by a modular design approach that makes 

upgrade, maintenance and repair quick and easy. And 
leading-edge equipment can remain at the forefront 
because Insitu introduces new technology rapidly 
through modular upgrades. To focus on the needs of 
the southeast-Asia customer, Insitu Pacific offers a 
dedicated team for payload development and 
integration, mature training and operational support 
globally.

ScanEagle has clocked more than 726,000 flight 
hours over land and sea and more than 88,000 
sorties, including more than 3,880 shipboard sorties. 
ScanEagle has been fielded in combat environments 
with the U.S. Marine Corps since 2004 and with the 
U.S. Navy since 2005. Other military customers 
include U.S. Department of Defense customers, the 
Canadian Forces, the Australian Defence Force, 
Malaysia, Polish Military Forces, the Republic of 
Singapore Navy and most recently the Japanese 
Ground Self-Defense Force through the Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries

Today, at any given time, an average of 22 ScanEagle 
aircraft are in flight globally.
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Boeing Analysis & Experimentation Centre
Decision Support Services for India’s Operational Environment

The Boeing Analysis & Experimentation Centre (AEC) in Bengaluru, India is a window 
into the future. The state-of-the-art facility, developed in partnership with Bharat 
Electronics Limited (BEL), is India’s leader in defense experimentation. The facility is a 
reconfigurable space with multiple interconnected laboratories equipped with secure 
video conference capability and data management for collaborative work with 
groups and experts in India.

Using a wide spectrum of virtual and collective environments, the Analysis & 
Experimentation Centre enables the defense community in India to run real time 
scenarios in dynamic environments using the latest in Boeing’s modeling, simulation, 
and experimentation capabilities. Scenarios include event simulation; 
communication, command and control simulation; generic battle-management 
system applications; and LabNet interconnectivity with other facilities.

Linked to other Boeing modeling & simulation centers in the United States, United 
Kingdom, Australia, and around the world, the AEC allows for integrated real-time 
mission simulation in a global arena. Its unique capability gives customers an edge 
in finding solutions to their operational requirements.

The AEC’s team has already begun the process of engaging with the defense 
customer and other influential organizations to introduce the concept of Defense 
Experimentation to India. A campaign of analysis and experimentation is being 
persued providing greater insight into the Indian operational environment.

The experimentation centre allows India to utilize scores of new capabilities in an 
effort to increase its defense strategies and understand their operational impacts.
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Narus
Leader in Big Data Analytics for 
Cyber Security

Narus, a wholly-owned independent subsidiary of The Boeing Company, is a pioneer in 
cyber security. The Narus family of products is based on the principles of Cyber 3.0, 
which harnesses the semantic web for automated, continuous machine learning. Narus is 
one of the first companies to combine patented, machine-learning algorithms, 
automation, and data fusion technologies to provide the incisive intelligence, context, and 
control network operators and security analysts need to protect against cyber threats, 
ensure information security and protect critical assets. Narus counts governments, 
carriers and enterprises around the world among its growing customer base.

Narus solutions apply machine learning at the atomic metadata level to fuse enormous 
volumes of data and continuously learn from new data dynamics for deeper, richer 
knowledge that provides contextualized, definite answers for human analysts. 

Narus nSystem is a portfolio of analytics solutions that apply automated machine learning 
to process 100% of network packets to discover, analyze, and understand every 
interaction on a network. nSystem develops rich profiles of every interaction to provide 
deeper context for faster, more accurate awareness. Analysts can hone in immediately on 
critical issues instead of wasting their time on unimportant conditions or manually trying 
to piece together data to get the big picture.

With approximately 20% of our staff holding advanced degrees or a PhD, 32 patents 
granted and 27 pending, and a strong relationship with Boeing Research and 
Technology, Narus combines innovative technology with the protection of a broad IP 
portfolio to meet the cyber security challenges of a rapidly changing cyber landscape. 

Narus has a strong presence in India, including engineering, support and sales 
organizations. We work with leading partners and customers in the government, 
telecommunications, and enterprise sectors in India to develop and deploy cutting-edge 
cyber security solutions.
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Boeing Capital Corporation
A Partnership for Financing Solutions

Boeing Capital Corporation (BCC) is a global provider 
of financing solutions. Its primary mission is to support 
other Boeing business units by arranging, structuring, 
and/or providing financing for the sale and delivery of 
Boeing products and services. BCC offers the 
advantages of the strength and global reach of The 
Boeing Company, along with a team that understands 
the commercial aviation industry, has strong expertise 
in creating tailored financing solutions, and enjoys solid 
relationships with the financial community.

Boeing Capital is actively engaged in maintaining 
and expanding the availability of capital to finance 
Boeing products, including in India. BCC assists 
Indian airline customers in obtaining aircraft 
financing from the U.S. Export-Import Bank and 
other commercial lenders. India regularly benefits 
from BCC’s active outreach on behalf of our 

customers to bankers, financiers, and others 
interested in opportunities associated with the 
country’s growing commercial aviation industry.

Boeing Capital is playing an integral role, along with the 
non-profit aircraft financing association, the Aviation 
Working Group, in improving the global aircraft financing 
infrastructure by encouraging national ratification of the 
Cape Town Treaty. Boeing worked specifically with the 
Government of India and interested parties to support 
India’s ratification of the treaty in March 2008. This 
treaty improves the legal framework for international 
asset-based aircraft financing, thus reducing risks, and 
lowering borrowing costs, for airlines in compliant 
nations. One Indian airline has already benefitted from 
lower U.S. Ex-Im Bank loan guarantee fees and more 
stand to benefit as Cape Town-compliant transactions 
are completed in the future.
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One Partnership 
Endless Possibilities

2005:  Air India orders 68 Boeing aircraft—largest valued single  
 order in civil aviation history of India at the time
2005:  SpiceJet commences operations with Boeing 737-800
2005:  Private airlines in India, SpiceJet and Jet Airways, place orders  
 totaling 70 Boeing aircraft between 2005 to 2007
2005:  Boeing partners with Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bengaluru
2007:  Boeing and HAL sign MoU to produce parts for commercial  
 and military aircraft.
2008:  Boeing establishes Aerospace Network Research Consortium (ANRC)  
 in partnership with IISc, Wipro and HCL
2008:  Boeing establishes relationship with indian institute of technology (IIT)   
 Mumbai, Chennai, Kanpur, Kharagpur
2008:  Indian Air Force receives delivery of Boeing 737 VVIP aircraft.
2009:  Indian Navy places orders for eight Boeing P-8I maritime  
 reconnaissance and surveillance aircraft
2009:  Boeing Research & Technology-India established in Bengaluru
2010: SpiceJet orders 30 Next-Generation 737-800s
2010:  National Centre for Aerospace Innovation and Research (NCAIR) established
2011: India’s Ministry of Defence signs agreement to purchase 10 Boeing  
 C-17 Globemaster III
2012: Air India inducts Boeing 787 Dreamliner into their fleet
2013: Arrival of the Boeing P-8I maritime security aircraft 
2013: Arrival of the C-17 Globemaster III strategic airlift aircraft

1923:  Three Douglas (now Boeing) cruisers reach Calcutta.
1929:  TATA Airlines established by J.R.D. Tata
1932:  J.R.D. Tata flies from Karachi to Ahmedabad via Mumbai in a single-engine  
 de Havilland (now Boeing) Puss Moth 
1941:  Tata Airlines flies Douglas aircraft (now Boeing) on Karachi to Baghdad route
1944:  Tata Airlines flies Bombay to Colombo with Douglas (now Boeing) DC-3s
1945:  Tata Airlines purchases/leases Douglas (now Boeing) DC-3s 
1946:  Tata Airlines converted into a public company under the name of Air India 
1953:  Air India nationalized and Indian Airlines and Air India created
1955:  Indian Airlines replaces Douglas (now Boeing) DC-3s with DC-4s 
1960:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 707-437s
1970:  Indian Airlines receives delivery of Boeing 737s. 
1971:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 747-200s 
1988:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 747-300s
1991:  HAL becomes single-source producer of Boeing 757 over-wing exit doors. 
1993:  Jet Airways commences scheduled operations with Boeing 737s
1993:  Air India receives delivery of Boeing 747-400s
1995:  Boeing initiates R&D collaboration with National Aerospace  
 Laboratories (NAL) 
1997:  Boeing initiates partnerships with leading Indian firms in Engineering  
 and Information Technology
2003:  Boeing establishes a wholly owned subsidiary in India
2005:  The Indian government buys three Boeing Business Jets

63Chronology
A History of Boeing in India
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Boeing & India
One Partnership.
Endless Possibilities.

Boeing India

The statements contained herein are based on good  
 faith assumptions and provided for general information   
purposes only. These statements do not constitute an   
offer, promise, warranty or guarantee of performance.  
Actual results may vary depending on certain events or   
conditions. This document should not be used or relied   
upon for any purpose other than that intended by Boeing.

BOEING is a trademark of Boeing Management Company.
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